Employees of the School of Archaeology

Head of Department
Professor Amy Bogaard

Technical Support Staff
ICT and laboratory support
Jeremy Worth (ICT Manager and H&S Officer)
Joseph Graystone (Senior Technician)
Alexander Marshall (Senior Technician)

Luminescence/Stable isotope support
David Pate (Technician)

ORAU
Jamie Cameron (Fixed term)
Jane Davies (0.8 FTE)
Barbara Emery (0.8 FTE)
Madalena Gianni
Philip Lasch
Luke Spindler

Photographic Unit
Ian Cartwright

Archaeological Finds technician
Sheila Raven (0.2 FTE)

Research Staff
Dr David Chivall - ORAU
Dr Peter Ritchiefield - Stable Isotope Laboratory (and H&S Officer)
Dr Chris Doherty - Archaeomaterials
Dr John Poulcott - Spatial Archaeology
Dr Jean-Luc Schwenninger - Luminescence Laboratory Manager
Kristina Tabbada - Palaeogenomics Laboratory Manager (Fixed term)

Senior Researchers
Prof Mike Charles - Environmental Archaeology
Dr Timothy Clark - Gunnersbury Research Fellowship in Archaeology and Anthropology
Dr Alexander Guards - Middle & South American Archaeology (Fixed term)

Research Staff
Dr Toby Martin - ORAU
Dr Amy Styring - Archaeological Science

Associate Professors
Prof Nick Barton - Palaeolithic Archaeology
Dr Lisa M Bendall - Aegae Prehistory
Dr Arka Hoss - Chinese Archaeology
Prof Helena Hamerow - Early Medieval Archaeology
Prof Dan Hicks - Contemporary Archaeology
Dr ile Jakes - Byzantine Archaeology and Visual Culture
Dr Lambros Malafouris - Cognitive Archaeology
Dr Peter Mitchell - African Prehistory
Prof Nick Schulting - Scientific and Prehistoric Archaeology
Dr Eleanor Standley - Assistant Keeper in Medieval Archaeology
Dr Amy Styring - Archaeological Science

Statutory Professors
Prof Chris Gooden (PA Elizabeth Allen) - Professor of European Archaeology
Prof Mark Pollard - Edward Hall Professor of Archaeological Science

Departmental Lecturers
Dr Toby Martin - Departmental Lecturer in Early Medieval Archaeology

Independent Research Fellows
Professor Shadreck Chirikure - BA Global Professor
Dr Rachael Kiddey - BA Research Fellow
Dr Jane Kerhawa - ERC Consolidator (SILVER)
Dr Daniela Miclau - Leverhulme Research Fellow
Dr Samantha Neil - BA Research Fellow
Dr Joanna Ostapkowicz - Gerda Henkel Research Fellow
Dr Angela Trentacoste - Gerda Henkel Research Fellow
Dr Alexander Warde - MC Fellow
Dr Jada Whittall - BA Research Fellow

FEESDAC - ERC (PI: Hamerow)
Dr Emily Forster - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Mark McKernacher - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Elizabeth Strood - postdoctoral researcher

aDNA - various (PI: Larson)
Dr Sophy Charlton - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Aurelie Martin - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Joel Martino Axel - senior postdoctoral researcher
Dr Ashleigh Haruda - postdoctoral researcher

HANDMADE - ERC (PI: Malafouris)
Dr Antonios Bopoulikis - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Maria Danaw Kousoudi - research support

OCMA - Hilti Foundation
Dr Damian Rubinstein - Director, OCMA
Dr Linda Hull - senior postdoctoral researcher

EXPLO - ERC (PI: Bogaard)
Dr Mija Ern - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Valasia Isaakidou - postdoctoral researcher
Dr Racheal Baniye - postdoctoral researcher

Other externally funded postdoctoral researchers
Dr Sally Crawford (0.1 FTE) - Private donor
Dr Christopher Green (0.3 FTE) - Private donor
Dr Mica Jones - BA (PI: Chirikure)
Dr Raj Kumar - NERC (PI: Schwenninger)
Dr Behan Linscott - NERC (PI: Higham)
Dr Dan Milner - Leverhulme (Co-F: Ramsey)
Dr Katharina Ulmschneider (0.6 FTE) - Private donor
Dr Lorens Becerra Vello - AHRC (PI: Ramsey)

Degree Courses
Ryan Brown - Graduate Administrator (Taught Degrees)
Dr Victoria Saunders - Course Coordinator and Administrator (MSc Arch Sci)
Barbara Morris - Graduate Administrator (Research Degrees)
Rachel Maughan (0.5 FTE) - LS Studies

Research and Publications
Dr Laura Morley (0.8 FTE) - Research Administrator
Samantha Banning (0.4 FTE) - Archaeometry administrator (Fixed term)

ORAU
Dr Emma Henderson (0.8 FTE) - ORAU Administrator
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